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Ground properties derived from censored data 

Parametres de sol derives de donnees censurees

H. Denver -  Danish Geotechnical Institute, Denmark

O. Ditlevsen & N.J.Tarp-Johansen -  Dep artment o f Struc tural Eng ineering  and  Materials, University o f Denmark, Denm ark

ABSTRACT: The geotechnical engineer is often faced with the problem of how to assess the statistical properties of a soil parameter 

on the basis of a sample measured in-situ or in the laboratory with the defect that some values have been replaced by interval bounds 

because the corresponding soil parameter values have turned out to exceed the capacity of the measuring instrument. Given such a 

censored sample the problem is to estimate the mean value, variance and certain fractiles of the distribution of the soil parameter 

as it would be measured by an instrument of unrestricted range. In many situations only a small censored sample is given. To 

estimate the characteristic value defined as a lower fractile value corresponding to a codified probability value, the geotechnical 

engineer is thus forced to supplement the results with professionally assessed prior knowledge about the soil parameter distribution. 

The present paper offers a description of the problems and shows how a characteristic value can be systematically assessed on the 

basis of censored data supplemented with prior knowledge. Finally, the calculation procedure is demonstrated by a simple example.

RESUME: L’ingenieur en geotechnique est souvent confronte au probleme suivant: comment acceder a la propriete statistique 

d’un parametre du sol base sur un echantillon -  mesure in-situ ou au laboratoire -  avec le defaut que certaines valeurs ont 

ete remplacees par des limites d’interval, parce-que les valeurs du parametre de sol correspondantes depassent la capacite de 

l’instrument de mesure. Le probleme avec un echantillon censure est d’estimer la valeur moyenne, la variance et certaines fractions 

de la distribution du parametre de sol comme si l’echanntillon avait ete mesure par un instrument d’une gamme ilimitee. Souvent, 

seulement un petit echantillon censure est donne. Pour estimer la valeur caracteristique definie comme la fraction correspondante a 

une valeur de probability codifiee, l’ingenieur en geotechnique est done force de completer les resultats avec ses propres connaissances 

professionnelles sur la distribution des parametres de sol. L’article present offre une description des problemes et montre comment

-  a partir des informations censurees completees par des connaissances prealables -  il est possible d’acceder systematiquement a 

des valeurs caracteristique. Finalement, la procedure de calculation est illustree par un exemple simple.

1 INTRODUCTION

Assessment of a characteristic value of a soil parameter for cal

culation of a geotechnical structure is a complicated process. 

The constituents are, apart from an often (1) scarce sample 

of measured data, (2) a prior expectation from equivalent mea

surements of comparable soil layers, (3) knowledge of the future 

structure and (4) prior experience with the applied calculation 

methods in terms of observed behaviour of equal structures.

As the local code may prescribe a safety system, selection 

of loading scenarios and in some extent the calculation algo

rithm the engineering judgement to obtain a reliable structure 

is confined to the assessment of the characteristic values of the 

governing parameters. Wording like ’’careful inspection of test 

results ’’and” conservative assessment” are frequently met in 

the traditional code text, but is of little support.

The trend in the geotechnical code is definitely to estab

lish objective and rational procedures for the design process. 

In order to provide a more rational procedure statistical meth

ods might be applied and the conservativeness expressed as a 

fractile of the calculated distributions of the parameter. It is 

a tempting consequence of this to codify this fractile simply in 

order to obtain a certain overall reliability of the geotechnical 

structure. The need to calculate the characteristic value us

ing statistical methods as a certain fractile is thus increasing. 

However, if the code committee chooses this approach certain 

allowances should be included to chose a different value, as 

the safety system might not be sufficiently detailed to cover a 

reasonably wide selection of the design cases presented to the 

geotechnical engineer.

This paper is devoted to the presentation of a calculation

procedure where a fractile of a parameter can be calculated 

by means of a small sample supplemented with a general prior 

knowledge of the variability of the actual soil parameter. Some

times a number of measured parameter values exceeds the range 

of the measuring device. The sample can thus be divided into 

two parts. One part consists of real values (within the mea

suring range) and another part where the only information 

available is the number of values observed to be outside the 

measuring range. A sample of this kind is denoted a censored 

sample. The problem of assessing the mean value and variance 

for a censored sample has been solved and tabulated values are 

presented by Cohen, 1961. However, this presentation does not 

include any updating procedure. It should be noted that the 

paper deals with the case where the number of measurements 

or the resources allocated to the project do not allow for calcu

lation of a detailed spatial model of the parameter variation.

The behaviour of the structure is mainly determined by a 

certain soil volume near the structure. The boundaries of this 

volume can only be approximately determined in advance for 

different reasons (e.g. the value of the parameter itself may 

have an influence on the extent of the volume).

For nearly all soil parameters the depth beneath the surface 

(or more correctly the in situ stress conditions) has at least a 

vague influence on the parameter value. A weak dependence 

on the depth can in most cases be neglected if the influence on 

the behaviour of the structure is grossly the same for all soil 

elements within the influence volume. However, it should be 

assured that the test results represent different depths (within 

the influence volume) in order to avoid systematic errors in the 

statistical inference.
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTIC

VALUE CONCEPT

In carrying capacity analysis of footings or pile foundations the 

decisive strength quantities are usually some weighted integrals 

over the soil body of the soil strength parameter. Keeping to 

mathematically general symbols let the soil strength parameter 

be anticipated as a positive random field V'(s) where s is the 

spatial position vector. Then the set of decisive random car

rying capacity parameters have the form as a set of weighted 

integrals C, =  /  W i(s)Y(s)ds, i =  1 ,.. .  , m. In a probabilistic 

reliability analysis it is then the joint probability distribution of 

the random variables ,C m that is of interest. If the ran

dom soil parameter field Y  (s) cannot be reasonably modelled 

as a Gaussian field (which commonly is the case in practice), 

only approximate analysis is possible.

There is an applicable approximation to the random vari

able C = f  w (s)Y (s)d s  in case the homogeneous field K(s) 

can be assumed to have a narrow everywhere nonnegative cor

relation function p(s2 -  Si) and the weight function w(s) is 

approximately constant over domains of extension much larger 

than the domain of diameter as the correlation radius R  (scale 

of fluctuation (Vanmarcke, 1983)) of the field Y ( s) defined by 

kdirRd =  p(s)ds where d is the dimension of the integration 

space. The constants kd are 2 /n , 1, and 4/3 for d=l, 2, 3, 

respectively. With reference to the central limit theorem, the 

integral C  is then approximately distributed according to the 

normal distribution with mean

E ^ J  u>(s)y(s)dsj =  E[Y] J  w(s)ds 

and variance (Ditlevsen, 1981,p.282),

Var| J  u)(s)K(s)dsj < Var[K]fc,j7r.R‘i J w (s)2ds

(1)

(2)

where the right side is a good approximation to the left side 

under the stated assumptions. This makes it possible to make 

an analytical approximate evaluation of any fractile of the dis

tribution of C  if besides the one-dimensional distribution the 

scale of fluctuation is known.

It follows from (1) and (2) that the square of the coefficient 

of variation Vc  =  D[C\/E{C) satisfies the inequality

Vc < V fk dn R d
f  w (s)2ds 

( J w (s )d s )

(3)

In several carrying capacity problems the weight functions w(s) 

are similar for different sizes of similar foundation structures 

and it may even be almost constant over the influence domain 

of integration. Thus it ordinarily is so that the ratio between

f  w (s)2ds and  ̂f  w(s)ds'j decreases inversely proportional to 

the volume of the integration domain (e.g.,for ui(s) =  1 the 

ratio is 1 divided by the volume). This paper deals with the 

situation where the right side of (3) is sufficiently small to allow 

that C can be put equal to the mean value E[C] as given by (1). 

The topic treated in this paper is about how to gain information 

about the mean value E[Y] when only a small censored sam

ple of soil parameter values is available. An interval censored 

sample is a sample of measured values inside a given interval (a 

measuring range) together with a multiplicity of lower interval 

bound values and a multiplicity of upper interval bound val

ues. These multiplicities are the number of attempted measure

ments in which the soil parameter values were observed to be 

below or above the measuring range, respectively. A compound 

interval censored sample is the union of interval censored sam

ples with different censoring intervals. By professional judging 

the geotechnical test engineer may choose among instruments

of different measuring range before each specific measurement 

is taking place. Such a procedure obviously leads to a com

pound interval censored sample of soil parameter values. It is 

therefore timely to present the statistical estimation procedure 

for this general case. However, for the sake of simplicity of the 

presentation only the case of having a single censoring inter

val will be treated herein. Moreover, it will be assumed that 

the lower interval bound is zero making only the upper bound 

effective.

The fact that only a small sample is available (possibly in 

combination with some prior professional knowledge) implies 

that the value assessment of E [Y ] becomes uncertain. This 

so-called statistical uncertainty may be modelled in terms of a 

probability distribution of E[Y] (a so-called Bayesian distribu

tion). The characteristic value of the strength parameter to be 

used in a deterministic carrying capacity analysis may then be 

defined as a p-fractile value in this distribution with p being 

some codified value (p = 5% or 10%, say).

3 BAYESIAN ESTIMATION

Assuming that all sample values are obtained within the same 

statistically homogeneous soil layer, the Bayesian statistical 

estimation procedure starts with the choice of a probability 

distribution family that after clipping the tails at the interval 

bounds can be assumed to be of convenient shape to model the 

histogram shape of the censored data. Most often this choice 

is based on previous experience concerning the actual type of 

soil. In practice the lognormal distribution model is commonly 

suggested for soil strength data and herein this assumption is 

adopted without further discussion. Thus the starting point 

is that the censored sample of the logarithms of the measured 

data comes from a normal distribution from which the upper 

tail has been clipped at b = the logarithm of the upper bound 

of the censoring interval.

Write X  =  logK and x t =  log j/x and let x i , . . .  , x T be the 

t  genuine sample values in a censored sample of size n  of the 

logarithm of the soil parameter. Thus the multiplicity of the 

upper censoring bound b is n — r. Let X l t . . .  , X n be n  indepen

dent replica of X .  Given that the distribution of X  is normal 

with known mean value n  and known standard deviation ct, 

the probability of the event {Xi at x i , . . .  ,X r at xT,X r+i > 

b, ■ ■ ■ , X n > 6}, where the notation {Xj at Xj] is short for the 

event {x, < X , < x, +  dxt}, after division by the subvolume 

element dx  i . . .  dxr is

i( „, „ | n . r . t . f )  = ( i) '« ( 2 ^ * ) ' ’ n » > ( E ^)
i= 1 

( p - x \

where x — ;X ^ =1Xt an  ̂ =  r 13i=i(x" -  x)2, This proba
bility ’’density” is called the likelihood of the censored sample, 

and as function L {fi,a  \ n , r , x , s 2) of the distribution parame

ters n  and a  it is called the likelihood function. It is natural to 

assume that a good fit of the distribution model to the data is 

obtained by choosing those values of fi and a  that maximize the 

likelihood of the censored sample. However, the use of the ob

tained model in a reliability analysis neglects the uncertainty by 

which the distribution parameters have been chosen (Ditlevsen, 

1996). The Bayesian statistical method includes an assessment 

of this uncertainty in the reliability analysis by anticipating the 

two parameters to be a pair of random variables with some a 

priori assigned joint probability density jM x it1 ,&)■ Then it fol

lows from (4) and Bayes’ formula that by conditioning on the 

observed event {Xi at x i , . . .  , X r at x rt X T+[ > b ,. . .  , X n > 6} 

we get the conditional probability density

o  | sam ple) a  L(/i, a | n, r, x, s 2 ) / m , s ( ^ ,  a) (5)
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The available information before measuring expressed in the 

form of the prior density > cr) of the parameters is hereby

updated through the given censored sample. The updated in

formation is hereafter expressed in the form of the posterior 

density a  I sample) of the parameters.

4 NATURAL CONJUGATE PRIORS

Very uncertain prior knowledge is obviously reflected in a wide 

spread prior density of (M, E). In this case the posterior den

sity of (M, E) is not very sensitive to the form of the prior 

density given that the sample has a reasonable size. It is stan

dard practice to model lack of prior information by setting 

k  I/o' in (5). This corresponds to a limit situ

ation where the probability density of the pair (M, logE) is 

taken to be uniform on a bounded subset of K2 and letting this 

subset expand to the entire R2. Application of this particular 

limiting procedure is often characterized by saying that a non- 

informative prior of (M, logE) has been chosen. It is noted 

that the same result is obtained in the limit if E is replaced by 

any power of E.

It is most convenient to gather experience about the soil 

parameter distributions by establishing data bases for different 

soil types in terms of characteristics of the logarithms of the 

soil data. Specifically it is so that the density

/ 1 \ fn+l-fc 
/ e ( < 7  | 771, k , S  ) OC ( - J exp (6)

is obtained as the posterior density of the standard deviation E 

of X  when it is assumed that the coefficient of variation of the 

soil parameter Y  is independent of the location of the actual 

soil type, and uncensored data samples are available from k dif

ferent locations. The mean values of the logarithm to the soil 

parameter at these k locations are represented by the Bayesian 

random variables M i , . . .  , M k and a non-informative prior of 

the (k + l)-dimensional Bayesian vector (M i,. . .  , M k, log E) is 

adopted. At location i the so-called sufficient statistics n<, i i ,  s2 

represent the measured sample of logarithms of the soil param

eter. The parameters m  and s2 are 771 =  711 +  . . .  +  nk and 

s2 =  (nis2 -I-. . .  +  n ks2k) jm , see e.g. Ditlevsen, 1981, p. 217.

At a new location k +  1 within the geographical domain of 

experience the prior knowledge of the mean M is usually vague 

as compared to the knowledge of E represented by the density 

(6). Therefore it is reasonable to let the prior distribution of 

M  be non-informative and independent of the prior distribu

tion (6) of E. After obtaining a censored sample at location 

k + 1 the posterior density of (M, E) becomes

Sm , I  n k+uT k+ i,xk+ us l+l-, prior information) 

= L (n ,o  | n k+ urk+l, x k+ us2k+l) f E{cr \ m ,k , s 2)

« ( ; ) ' .......

/ j i - 6 * +i\"*+i-'-*+i f n ~ x k+ a

I ct )
$

where

p o s t

rk+is2k+l + m s2 

T k + 1 +  m

(7)

(8)

and bk+1 is the logarithm of the measuring capacity limit at 

location k +  1. It should be noted that a realistic data base 

most likely will contain several censored samples from differ

ent locations. For simplicity these samples are excluded when 

formulating the prior density (6). Of course, such exclusion 

may cause a certain bias of the prior distribution because the 

exclusion rule does not exclude samples completely at random.

The prior density (6) of E (or of (M , E) with the conditional 

prior density of M  given E = ct being non-informative) belongs

to the class of so-called natural conjugate densities to the nor

mal distribution, called so because of their natural definition 

on the basis of the likelihood function for a normal sample 

(Ditlevsen, 1996). This paper deals with the situation where 

77i is small and E is small compared to the spread of the sample 

of averages i i , . . .  , x k over the geographical locations.

5 CHARACTERISTIC VALUE ESTIMATES

The entire joint posterior distribution of (M, E) given by (7) is 

needed to obtain the distribution of the mean E[Y] that due 

to the logarithmic transformation is given as

E[Y) = exp (M + iE 2 (9)

ro o , lv + m+i-* / T + Tn \

eXp( - ^ J

rzo-Sposto2/2
da

The probability p =  P[exp(M + |E 2) < c] is most conve

niently obtained by first integrating the joint posterior density 

of (M, E) with respect to // for fixed ct from - 0 0  to logc — |ct2 

followed by integration with respect to ct from 0 to 0 0 . After 

renaming the integration variables (fi — bk+i) / s V0St and a js voil 

to p. and ct, respectively, and n k+l and rk + 1 to n  and r, respec

tively, we obtain the equation

r&

/■°° / 1 \ r+m+1-* j  r +  77i\

= P l  W  eXP( - ^ J

■ [//(ct)" rK ^ 7 7 r H d<T (10)

in which z0 = { \o g c -b k+l) / s post and zk+l = (xk+l- b k+l) / s post. 

This complicated equation is solvable with respect to c only by 

numerical integration.

Figure 1 gives some solutions obtained from a simple com

puter program for solving (10) with respect to c.

6 EXAMPLE

A numerical example has been prepared in order to assess the 

characteristic value of a soil parameter on the basis of the con

cept described. The parameter is the undrained shear strength 

of a clay till layer where a sample of 5 measurements is available 

from a relevant soil volume beneath the base level of a future 

footing.

Table 1 shows the 5 measurements and it is assumed that 

the limit of the vane in use had the effect that values exceeding 

Cv = 70kN/m2 could not be measured. The sample consists 

thus of 3 genuine and 2 censored measurements (nk + 1 =  5 and 

rk + 1 = 3). The mean value and the standard deviation are cal

culated according the equations beneath (4) by means of the 

logarithms of the data normalized by the physical unit lkN/m2 

as ifc+i =  3.97 and s*+] =  0.086.

The prior knowledge is assumed to consist of data from two 

sites (k =  2) with 10 measurements in total (m  = 10). The 

sample variance and standard deviation are calculated as

Tabel 1: Results from  vane shear tests (full sample)

Cv/C0l) log^ /co)

50 3.91

50 3.91

60 4.09

812> 4.39

892) 4.49

^  co =  lk N /m 2

Values exceeding an  im aginary upper bound of cv — 70kN /m 2.
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Figure 1: Selected solutions to Eq. 10 for p = 5%, k =  2 and m  =  10. The abscissa is —zk+i =  (&*+i ~ x k+ i)/sp0st and the ordinate 

is —zo = {bk+i — logc)/ Sp0st . In in each diagram there is a curve fo r  a  — 0 .1 ,0 .2 ,... ,1.0 where a  =  r>+i/ri*+i.

s2 = 0.0252 and s =  0.159. The value of s20S( is calculated by

(8) as:

2 3 ■ 0.0862 + 10 • 0.0252

= ---------- 3TT0---------- =  0 0211

or Sp0st =  0.145. Furthermore:

bk + 1 -  x k+x log(70) -  3.97

0.145
= 1.92

From the two left hand diagrams in Figure 1 it is found that 

(bit+1 — \o g c )/spost is equal to 1.65 and 1.35 for sp0St equal to 0.2 

and 0.5 respectively. Extrapolation between these values yields 

(fcjt+i — log Cu^/spost = 1.71 giving a 5% fractile characteristic 

value of c^c =  54.6kN/m2.

The concept can be illustrated by three more examples: 

(2) the original sample where the censored values have been 

replaced by the limit, (3) the original sample where the cen

sored values have been disregarded and (4) the total original 

sample where no limit is imposed. The results obtained as 

interpolation between the diagrams are denoted c^ , c„,3 and 

Cyt4 and shown in Table 2. As expected the two first values in 

Table 2 are approximately equal. This is a coincidence as in 

this example the smaller mean value and the smaller standard 

deviation for cCi2 yields the much same estimated fractile as 

cViC. However, the third estimate is strongly biased because the 

two largest measurements are completely disregarded. Since 

the values of the two last measurements (as included in the last 

example) are not available in practice it is understood that it 

is difficult to assess a fractile value of a small censored sample 

by simple means.

Table 2: Characteristic values

C y,c Cc, 2 Cc,3 ^ c, 4

54.6kN/m2 53.3kN/m2 47.9kN/m2 57.0kN/m2

7 CONCLUSIONS

The paper treats the problem of how to assess a characteris

tic value on the basis of prior knowledge updated by an ac

tual censored sample. The prior knowledge is obtained from 

a data base of uncensored samples of the soil parameter at 

various locations. The paper includes a mathematical solution 

of the problem, a sample of diagrams where the problem has 

been solved numerically for a number of cases and an exam

ple where the assessment has been demonstrated for a given 

censored sample.

Furthermore, it is pointed out that even an approximate 

assessment cannot be performed without using procedures like 

the ones described in the paper.

The authors intent to present a future paper providing a 

thorough discussion of the premises employed in the present 

paper. This includes the more accurate method of including 

the prior knowledge obtained from censored samples in the data 

base. A computer program for solving (10) is available on the 

internet: http://www.bkm.dtu.dk
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